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Stats: 
Fuck stats. Both Dwarves start with 10HP. First to Zero loses. Simple. All dice rolls are D10. 

Keep it in Character! 
This is a damn role playing dice game. You're drunk dwarves, act like it! 

Combat: 
Both Fighters roll off on a D10, highest wins. They go first, then they take turns trying to kick the shit out of each 

other. There's two basic attacks and some focused target attacks.  

 

Normal Attack: Your basic unfocused swinging in combat. Needs 5+ to hit, does 2 damage. 

Bampot Attack: Your typical bitch slap/shin kick/feint. Needs 5+ to hit, does 1 damage and reduces 

opponents next dice roll by 1. If opponent misses next attack, you gain +1 to hit with your next attack. This 

doesn't stack, you can't keep pimp slapping your opponent until you auto hit. 

Target - Head: Smack the opponent upside their beard. Needs 6+ to hit, does 2 damage. Opponent can't 

make a Target attack on their turn. 

Target - Eyes: Poke him in the eyes. Needs 7+ to hit, does 1 damage, opponent suffers -2 to hit, if they miss 

their attack you gain +2 to hit with your next attack. Not this attack, though. 

Target - Gut: Knock the wind out of the windbag. Needs 6+ to hit, does 2 damage. Damage of opponent's 

next attack is reduced to 1. 

Target - Groin: Get that bugger where it really hurts. Needs 9+ to hit, does 3 damage, opponent misses next 

turn because it fucking hurts! 

 

Oh fine, have some fucking special attacks. You can only use these ONCE in a game. 

 

Grapple - Wrestle that fucker down. Both players roll a D10. If the player initiating the grapple wins, they get 

to make an immediate Target Head, Gut or Groin attack at +2 to hit. If the opponent rolls higher they push you 

off and you take 1 damage. 

Piledriver - Roll off like the Grapple. If you win grab that fucker and piledriver him into the ground. Acts like a 

Target - Head attack that hits automatically. If you fail the grapple roll though the opponent hits you and you 

take 2 damage. 

Yer Mum's a whoore! - Insult that bastard's family or honour. Roll off like the Grapple, if you win on the 

opponent's turn they can only make a Normal Attack at -3 to hit, and if they miss you gain a +3 to hit on your 

next attack. IF THEY HIT however, you take 4 damage. 

Wut da fuck is that! - Distract the opponent with the old "look over there" trick. Roll off like the Grapple, if 

you win, you make an immediate Target - Groin attack that hits automatically, however both you and your 

opponent miss a turn. Them because of the pain, you because you've burst into hysterics that they fell for it. If 

you fail the roll the opponent just gives you the finger and your turn ends. 

 

Fuck it that'll do. It's meant to be a simple game after all. 


